Abstract: Spatial data mining is the process of mining the spatial and spatiotemporal data, in order to discover otherwise hidden and unknown patterns and trends in data. Its application areas include business prospecting, store prospecting, hospital prospecting and automobile insurance etc. This paper includes a survey of spatial data mining, its types, techniques and roles in the field of research. Clustering, Classification, Cloropeth display have been the main focus of the paper. All kinds of clustering such as partitioning based, hierarchical based, grid based, model based and density based clustering techniques have been applied here. The outcome of the survey is a consolidated study of all the above techniques and methods of spatial data mining including a detailed summary, advantages, disadvantages, comparison and distinguishes among several techniques. Such type of survey has not been existing till date. So, our main objective behind the paper was to bring a standardized and uniform platform for all the techniques of spatial data mining.
The subjects that have been covered in this paper include Spatial data mining challenges techniques such as SBD technique [5] , Clustering algorithms [6] such as Grid based methods, Hierarchical methods, Partitioning methods, Constraint based clustering, Methods based on co-occurrence of categorical data, Scalable Algorithm, Algorithm for High-D data, Clustering used in ML, K-means clustering [4] , SD (CLARANS Algorithm, NSD (CLARANS) Algorithm, CRH Algorithm, DBSCAN algorithms [7] . Several choropleth display techniques [8] have been included such as Class based Choropleth display, spatial clustering, Integrating space and attribute characteristics, I/O requirement analysis.
II. Analysis of various techniques of spatial data mining with their advantages and disadvantages 1. Techniques related to Spatial Big Data Challenges In this, tradition v/s spatial data ways to collect mobility and cloud computing services. Traditional [9] and big data techniques are used in this paper. Traditional techniques include road maps, tabular representations, and graph representations. Big data techniques include GPS trace, historical speed profiles and fuel consumption via engine measurement. Advantages 1. Very well differentiation between traditional and big data techniques. 2. Historical profiles can be used to gather information about suicide cases. 3. GPS Trace and engine measurement-modern technology [10] . Disadvantages 1. Requires change in frame of reference perspective to individual travelling through transport. 2. SBD technique increases computational cost and ambiguity of traditional routing techniques. 3. Increase need for diverse solution method in SBD [11] [12] . 4. By using GPS Trace, privacy issues come up. 
